New VLA LB GC monitoring program consists of two 1 hr observations per month from September 2013 to May 2014 in CnB, B, BnA, and A configurations. Notable improvement in signal-tonoise is evident in preliminary images made from the first CnB configuration data (below), and bodes well for probing fainter and more frequent transients.
Left: 1 hr Legacy P-band VLA B configuration GC field; rms noise ~12.5 mJy/bm.
Right: 1 hr Low-Band VLA CnB image; rms noise = 5.5 mJy/bm. The new system will be ≥ 5x more sensitive than the legacy system, as will be fully demonstrated in upcoming B and A configuration observations that minimize sidelobe confusion.
Note that the faint source to the right of the red star symbol (*) in the left image is an artifact, as born out by deeper observations with the legacy system (Nord et al. 2004) . In contrast, the two faint sources to the right of the *s in the new Low Band image on the right are real sources.
LOBO Transient Science
GC Transients: Requires maximizing Ω (field-of-view) * t (observing time). Dish-based, cm-wave telescopes are inefficient because transient observing time is scarce and Ω is small. LOBO naturally inflates Ω & t, offering tremendous advantages over GHz searches. The statistics of slow, radio-selected, low frequency GC transients already indicate LOBO should detect dozens of GC events per year.
Radio LSST: The simplest LOBO pipeline will deliver calibrated images & source catalogs. With time, these images will spread to cover the sky. With the cadence afforded revisiting a popular target like the GC, LOBO will acquire ~100 hours per year for GC transient monitoring. New Low Band VLA:
• ≥ 5X more sensitive
• ~0.2 events per VLA FoV, S > 12 mJy, t obs~ 1 hr.
• For ≥ 100 hrs/yr LOBO detects ≥ 20 GC transients/yr
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A major upgrade of the VLA's low frequency observing system, called Low Band (LB), promises to open a rich new era of Galactic Center (GC) transient monitoring with the VLA. Our previous searches using the VLA and GMRT have revealed a modest number of radio-selected transients, but have been severely sensitivity and observing time limited. The new LB system, currently accessing the 236-492 MHz frequency range, promises ≥ 5X improved sensitivity over the legacy VLA system. We present early data from our new transient monitoring program demonstrating the promise of the new system. Fortuitously, it is also emerging from commissioning just in time to catch any enhanced sub-GHz emission from the G2 cloud event, as anticipated by theory, and we review existing limits based on recent observations. Finally, we describe a proposed 24/7 commensal system, called the LOw Band Observatory (LOBO). LOBO offers over 100 VLA GC monitoring hours per year, possibly unleashing a flow of new detections and validating ASTRO2010's anticipation of a new era of transient radio astronomy.
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